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L-312

23:00:10  1) Men...Mountains And Mud                                                                 (S) PA-Q-4-C
                    “Story Of The TransAndean Pipeline” in southern Colombia                    [color]
23:00:34      HA LS capital city of Bogota                                                                   [sound-with
23:00:38      plaza with church                                                                                     narration]
23:00:42      old church next to modern building
23:00:46      flag being lowered in front of building by armed guard
23:01:02      street scene with church
23:01:08      family looking at exhibits in Colombian Gold Museum
23:02:00      map of Colombia with raised mountains
23:00:37      views of mountains
23:03:00      church in between mountains
23:03:15      waterfall
23:03:17      CUs plants with light rain falling
23:03:31      airplane landing on runway in forest
23:03:48      MCU oil drilling pump in Orito
23:03:52      men working oil well
23:04:52      native townspeople
23:05:08      airplane taking off
23:05:16      men walking in jungle
23:05:34      men surveying jungle
23:05:46      animated diagram of pipeline from oil well over mountain to port at Tumaco
23:06:19      man looking to secure land rights for pipeline driving off
                    in red pick up truck
23:06:29      POV from truck driving through countryside
23:06:47      native boy sweeping
23:06:49      two pigs
23:06:55      man speaking with native woman
23:07:13      statue in Tumaco town plaza
23:07:17      native woman cooking outdoors
23:07:24      steel pipe being unloaded from ship
23:08:19      steel pipe being transported by trucks
23:09:53      truck being pulled up muddy hill by bulldozer
23:10:25      steel pipe at construction site
23:10:42      helicopter landing at base camp
23:10:57      native men working
23:11:20      helicopter taking off
23:11:33      CS Colombian pilot in cockpit of helicopter flying over jungle
23:11:36      POV from flying helicopter of jungle in valley between mountains
23:11:42      HA trucks along road
23:11:46      views of workers digging by hand in mud
23:12:17      trees being bull dozed
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23:12:30      traction for heavy equipment obtained by path made of logs
                   under rock and gravel
23:14:15      helicopter picking up barrel of fuel
23:14:31      inside cockpit of helicopter
23:15:54      pipe being welded
23:16:59      bridge being built
23:17:48      workers heating beans for lunch with cutting torch
23:19:42      helicopters taking workers back to their camp after days work
23:19:59      rain falling
23:20:03      men playing guitar and harmonica in room
23:20:27      man smoking cigarette
23:20:39      trenching machines at work
23:21:10      native family watching on front porch of house
23:21:31      oil storage tanks at Tumaco terminal
23:21:48      steel pipe being fitted together
23:22:02      sea line being submerged in harbor
23:22:37      pipe being welded
23:23:07      sign: “Oleoducto Transandino ...Inaugurado...El Dia 10 De
                    Mayo De 1969 - Texas Petroleum Company (Texaco) -
                    Colombian Gulf Oil Company”
23:23:14      airplane landing
23:23:16      Colombian and U.S. flags
23:23:21      officials and people celebrating completion of pipeline
23:23:59      oil tanker
23:24:23      pipeline over land
23:24:50      men inspecting equipment
23:24:59      refinery, pump stations
23:25:33      native men along road hauling wood on donkeys with
                    pipeline in background
23:25:46      MLS helicopter hovering over pressure reducing station
23:26:08      men building house
23:26:18      horses in pasture
23:26:28      homesteader putting sign on his cottage: “El Porvenir”
                   <= “The Future”>
-23:27:07     [Gulf Oil Corporation Presents]

<03/97>
2415

23:27:21  1) petroleum industry -                                                                            (N) Industry:
-23:38:06     scientists conducting lab tests, testing quality of Veedol gas,                    Petroleum -
                    packaging of Tydol on assembly line, wooden barrels painted and            Tydol & Veedol Gas
                    shipped in sea tankers, from the ship to inland (to freight cars)
                    (1930)
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23:38:09  2) natural gas and oil at San Joaquin Valley in northern CA,                    (N) Industry:
                    world’s largest reservoirs of natural gas and oil in the Kettleman              Petroleum -
                    Hills, LS many oil derricks, absorption plant where gasoline                     Natural Gas
                    is extracted                                                                                               (1930)
23:46:52      repairman coming to kitchen to make adjustments to natural gas
                    house-heating units
23:47:28      PAN of suburban houses, “Heat Is Instantly Available By Pressing
                    A Button”, home furnace
23:48:20      “Steam-Electric Generating Plants Were First Large Industry To Use
                    Natural Gas”, LS exterior of large plant, interior of boiler room with
                    54 burners, packaging - cans in conveyor belt, gas being used in
                    manufacturing of cans, bakery - gas being used for industrial sized
                    ovens, kitchen of Palace Hotel in San Francisco, chefs by stoves,
                    storage facilities to assure uninterrupted service (cylinder shaped
-23:52:40     giant containers)


